5G Window Treatment Kit - TYPE 1
Horizontal Opening Sliding Window
1. Make sure you have a tape measure and the ability to clean the
surface area before beginning. Typical height of the windows ranges from
24” to 60”. You would need to measure the height of your window and
divide that number by 3.
2. Now, measure from the bottom of the window up 1/3 of your windows
height and wipe down the area of any dust before placing the ultra disk.
This will ensure a strong bond. Be aware of any handles or locking device
and adjust placement to ensure the disk is applied to the window itself.
3. Carefully peel off the white adhesive back and adhere to the selected installation area. Next,
take a moment and put firm pressure on the disk to ensure a good connection between the
adhesive and installation spot.
4. Measure 1/3 of your windows height from the top down, clear of dust, and place the second
ultra disk. The window will be able to slide easily and will be protected.
EXAMPLE:
Your window measures 36" inches. Divide 36” by 3 = 12" inches.
Put the first ultra disks 12 inches from the bottom and the second ultra disk 12 inches from the
top.

Vertical Opening Sliding Window
1. Take a moment and place (do not stick yet) the ultra disks symmetrically
off-center on the chosen window (installation area). Be aware of any handles
or locking device to make sure the window will continue to operate as
expected.
2. Next, clean and dry the installation area with soap and water, removing all
dirt. This will ensure a strong bond.
3. Carefully peel off the white adhesive back and adhere to the selected
installation area. You can orientate the logo so it faces you.
4. Next, take a moment and put firm pressure on the disk to ensure a good connection between
the adhesive and installation spot. The window will be able to slide easily and will be protected.

Sliding Glass Door
1. Make sure you have a tape measure and the ability to clean the surface
area before beginning. You will be using the exposed end of the sliding
glass door. Make sure you are using the door and not the frame.
2. You would need to measure the height of your door and divide that
number by 3. Now, measure from the bottom of the door up 1/3 of your
doors height and wipe down the area of any dust before placing the ultra
disk. This will ensure a strong bond. Be aware of any handles or locking
device and adjust placement to ensure the disk is applied to the door itself.
3. Carefully peel off the white adhesive back and adhere to the selected installation area. Next,
take a moment and put firm pressure on the disk to ensure a good connection between the
adhesive and installation spot.
4. Measure 1/3 of your doors height from the top down, clear of dust, and place the second ultra
disk. The door will be able to slide easily and will be protected.

Once completed, congratulations are in order.
You have taken a substantial in-home step towards thriving in a 5G world.

